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Hitler resister to visit campus

In 1933 when Hitler came to power, Hilgunt Zassenhaus was a schoolgirl in Hamburg who refused to raise her hand for the required Hitlergruss in class. This symbolic, but nonetheless dangerous first act of resistance led to many more through the fifteen years of the Third Reich, in which Hilgunt's reverence for human life shaped her career to one that the Nazis would have labeled high treason. Working as a translator of Scandinavian languages for the Department of Justice in Berlin, her official job was to censor the mail of the Scandinavian political prisoners in Hamburg prisons. However, she was able to establish personal contact with the prisoners and used the access to their mail as a bridge to the Scandinavian underground and the Red Cross, thereby helping some to survive and to escape. Zassenhaus wondered whether the incredible risks she was taking were in fact helping anyone. The pressure to keep up her medical studies through the years of tireless underground activity, not to mention the bombings of Hamburg that made every trip out of the house an adventure, were enough to make anyone resign to the bad times. But this is precisely the point. Dr. Zassenhaus makes her recent book "Walls: Resisting the Third Reich- One Woman's Story," Beacon Press, 1974--in Nazi Germany, as in Vietnam and Watergate-torn America, indifference and resignation are just what it takes to build walls between people, and it is amazing how much an ordinary individual can do to crumble these walls against all odds.

Hilgunt Zassenhaus will be on campus for three days from Thursday, March 25 until Saturday, March 27. She will give a public lecture Thursday the 25th at 8:00 p.m. in Mainentitled "Rehabilitation- Our Hope for a Tomorrow," followed by a pitstop discussion. She will be available for talking with classes on Friday, and Friday afternoon will participate in a forum with Dr. Nanci Lukens of the German Department on the German Resistance as a source of hope: this will be Lowry 119 at 8:30 Friday. Her book is available in the bookstore as well as in Andrews and the Wayne County Public Libraries.

"Portraits in Black"

by Tom Cashman

The Black students and faculty, under the direction of Annette Jefferson, presented "Portraits in Black" Wednesday evening in McGaw Chapel.

The four part program outlining developments in American Black history, displayed an effective mixture of live and recorded music, readings and dance.

Frustrated black dreams, despair, protest and hope were the themes in the 90-minute performance. Readings of the words of W.E.B. DuBois, Malcolm X, and Nikki Giovanni among many others, was splendidly handled by narrators Acy Jackson, Vicky Green and Vernon continued on page 8

By Doug Weaver

Hygeia Hall is turning away overnight "customers," and it's not by choice but by necessity. "As far as I am concerned, it's an epidemic," said Mrs. Finney, a nurse at Hygeia, referring to the rise in flu cases on campus. Though her statement might seem an exaggeration, influenza has definitely hit the campus, leaving some students out of commission for a few days.

The campus clinic can accept 25 to 30 patients for an overnight stay, but recently the staff has been forced to turn away many flu victims with a fever under 102 degrees. "We just aren't keeping anybody else," said Mrs. Finney. "We're here to take away people that we would normally take.

Many of the students who live near the College have been allowed to go home for rest and recuperation. But for those who have the flu, but can't take refuge at Hygeia or at home, Mrs. Finney urges them to "do only the things you have to do. And take aspirin, drink plenty of fluids, and get a lot of rest."

The last suggestion might be kept in mind by all those who haven't succumbed to the virus yet. "Get a lot of sleep," she encourages, "Avoid staying up late for studies or parties, and especially avoid those who have it."

The symptoms of the flu include fever, aching muscles, sore throat, headache, and vomiting, though the latter hasn't been as prevalent as many might suppose. Whatever the situation, Mrs. Finney urges any student with flu symptoms to visit Hygeia and be checked over.

How are the nurses holding up? Mrs. Finney reports the staff has been averaging nine to ten hours of work a day, six days a week. But amusingly, the staff hasn't been hit by the bug. "So far I think we've been very fortunate, though of course we're exposed to so much all the time," Mrs. Finney said. "We get a flu shot every year also."

But the hardest worker, the nurses will say, is Dr. Starkman. Her case-load has been increased three-fold in the last few weeks, and of course her work deals with the more serious cases.

A special note should be made of the look Dr. Starkman conveys. These women have suddenly had to serve 25 to 30 students in three times daily, instead of the usual 7 to 10.

Students should be aware, then, of the bug's persistence. Hopefully, says Mrs. Finney, "they'll go next quarter."

"OR, we'll guess around with it until break. But that'll break up the pattern a little bit."

Olivia runs out of room as flu outbreak spreads

Plans "low-key entertainment"

Blackshear takes LCB helm

Housing options vary

by Tom Cashman

by Carol Kreykenbohm

For the past several weeks the Dean's Office has been organizing information and procedures for the 1978-79 housing options. Today, handwritten in the housing option sheets sent to all students by means of campus mail.

The Dean's Office urges students to keep these sheets as reference material for next quarter. These sheets explain different procedures for each specific option, a contact person for interested students to talk with, and (new this year) examples of specific activities and programs that units have done in the past year.

Applications will be available beginning spring quarter. When students return to campus spring quarter, they will receive a schedule giving the application deadlines for the special housing plans. For the special housing options, will be off-campus spring quarter, they should leave their housing preference card with the Dean's Office and an application will be sent to their parents.

General room draw will be held the week of May 16th. Every student has made previous arrangements for housing next year with the Dean's Office should participate. Students planning to occupy doubles or triples should select their roommate(s) before general room draw. If a student is having trouble getting a roommate, they should contact their dorm director or Mrs. Carol Morrison in the Dean's Office. The Dean's Office warns: 

...it's all over now, baby blues...
—Bob Dylan
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Ave atque vale, Vox

This is the last issue of the VOICE for the quarter, and the last under the current editorship. Next quarter Ray Buls will be taking over as the new, improved, supercharged 1976-model VOICE editor. On behalf of myself and the outgoing staff, I'd like to wish Ray and his incoming staff much luck. He'll need it.

Before they push me out the door, I'd like to thank those intrepid souls who worked with me on the VOICE this past year. According to the names of Sue Tew and Jim Van Horn, assistant/associate/managing editors; Karl Lobwater, managing editor emeritus; David Koppenhaver, jock editor; photo editor Ken Myers and his crew of intrepid shutterbugs; Ray Buls and Bobbie Brown, advertising and circulation moguls; our staff of reporters, writers and columnists; and all of you out there among the teeming masses who endeavored to help out with information, letters, suggestions, comments and constructive complaints, Special thanks also to Phyllis Cholley, our past printer.

It is my hope that the VOICE this past year has been to all of you a source of some small information, diversion, conversion and/or general cosmic enlightenment. And now, as the end of the quarter approaches and gathering clouds of panic slowly waft their way across the campus, I leave you with the highly appropriate words of the prophet: "Life may not be worth living, but it sure as hell ain't worth killing yourself over."

Bill Henley, editor

Don't rip off a good deal

Sometimes last week I had a pizza delivered from the new place in town, Domino's. I got into a conversation with the delivery guy and he told me that's always following him. It seems, that there has been a great deal of stealing from the delivery cars when they stop to deliver an order. And most of this stealing has been on campus. In the past, it was either walk all the way to no delivery or McDonald's or succumb to the Coca-Cola monopoly. I'm not knocking Coca-Cola House, Their food is good, but it is a long way away and delivery costs a forune. Domino's offered reasonably good pizza at minimal cost, it was a welcomed alternative. But if people keep ripping them off, then they will obviously stop delivery. Why should a small group of selfish, immature people ruin a good thing for everybody? of course it's not fair, but it always happens. C'mon people, grow up!

-John Delcos

Recycling will help waste problem

Waste on the Wooster campus is a Kiefer Environment House is trying to do something with this waste, Glass and paper can be recycled at each dorm and house and sold to companies to be recycled into various products. Any waste made will be reprinted in the campus.

The only glass that will be recycled is clear glass that has all metal rings and caps removed and that has been washed so all original contents are absent. Labels need not be removed. (No green or brown glass will be recycled.) The glass will be taken by the city to the Chattanooga Glass Company in Mount Vernon, Ohio. Various types of paper are acceptable for recycling including newspaper, junk mail, notebook paper, brown paper bags, and corrugated cardboard. (No envelopes, magazines, tissue paper, or pizza boxes will be taken.) All paper collected will be taken by the college to Volper Iron and Metal Co. and from there to industries that use paper.

Remember recycling can play a only a small part in solving problems of solid waste and energy consumption. Use returnable bottles when possible as they use the least energy of any container. Try to reduce paper consumption and use scrap paper when possible. Don't buy beverages in non-returnable colored bottles. Note also that cans are not being recycled so avoid them. There are no places near that recycle cans plus cans use more energy in production and recycling than does glass.

Everyone can help recycling succeed by saving their recyclables and not throwing garbage or trash in the recycling containers. If everyone cooperates we can make a dent in the solid waste disposal problem and save some trees and fuel plus money if we're lucky.

-Kiefer House

The higher criticism

Hollow, and not even funny

by Niall W. Slater

Robert Altman's NASHVILLE may be, according to which critic you read, either the best film of 1975 or the worst. In the opinion of this critic it carries off the laurels in the Worst category.

The basic problem is that Altman gives the film a shape, no shape, artistic integrity. I was once advised that, when in doubt what to make of a film, one could always call it 'art'. Perhaps Altman gives us a new twist on that: when in doubt HOW to make a director's cut, montage. the script is being hailed as a new milestone in the history of the film. Actually, it is merely a score or so of rambling portraits shot together with nothing to make them cohere but some ersatz country music (the aesthetic equivalent of the film's margin) that can't make up its mind whether to be satiric or sentimental.

The film is loaded with images that are obviously meant to be profound but are merely succeed in being uninteresting odd. For example, a recurring image in the film is of a sound truck for an independent presidential candidate, Hal Phillip Walker, endlessly boring banalities of speeches. We never see the candidate himself, only a closed car very near the end of the film that we know contains him. Altman shows us the sound truck and the bumper stickers over and over again, trying to invest with deep meaning what were, after all only hollow and meaningless constructs.

Once or twice, assuredly no more, the film rises to the level of the sharp satire it could have been, Geraldine Chaplin, playing

continued on page 3

Ray Buls to assume VOICE editorship

by David Johns

Ray Buls was chosen to serve as editor-in-chief of the Voice, at a meeting of Publications Committee, Thursday afternoon. His one-year term will begin spring quarter, when he replaces Bill Henley.

The decision came after the committee interviewed the candidates individually, and voted. David Johns, Lorraine Baumbargter, and John Delcos applied for the position of editor, along with Buls. The committee, headed by Richard Figg of the German Department, consisted of students and faculty members.

Before coming to Wooster, Buls worked as manager of editor of the Business Focus, high school paper. He has been managing editor of the Voice since winter quarter of his freshman year. Buls, now a sophomore, is an English major.

As editor-in-chief, he has the power to appoint the staff members. Tom Cashman will replace Sue Tew and Jim Van Horn, who presently serve as associate editors. Johns will take over Dave Koppenhaver's job as sports editor, and Ken Myers will stay on as photo editor. The new circulation and ad managers have yet been selected. When Buls takes over the Voice next quarter, he will effect a few changes. He wants to use white paper instead of newprint, which is currently being used. According to Buls, he will find a new masthead to brighten up the front page.

Buls said the new staff will improve "both the appearance and the journalistic quality" of the Voice.
Celebrating 200 years of broken promises

by John Deloo
A member of the South's Parliament, who also happens to be Winston Churchill's grandson, recently called the liberation of America's Bicentennial a "gross oversight." And after careful deliberation, this editor-
talist finds himself in agreement with Churchill. Two hundred years ago, this nation was founded on the concepts of freedom and democracy. That is fine, but also outdated. The Bicentennial celebrations in reality a celebration of an utopian dream.

The Bicentennial is the anniversary of the Bill of Rights, Declaration of Independence, the Constitution and all they stand for. What they really stand for is something beautiful. But like many things beautiful, also unattainable. Why is this nation honoring a thing that stands for freedom, while at the same time its freedoms are gradually being taken away, or for that matter, never existed?

We rejoice at "all men are created equal." But at the same time this country is full of blatant discrimination against Blacks, women, and other minorities. If our history stresses equality, explain why Blacks in the inner city schools receive an education inferior to the suburban WASP? Are women really given an equitable place in jobs. "Government for, by, and of the people," sounds nice. The truth is that the only way to get into office is to buy your way in with illegal campaign funds.

This country was founded because our forefathers "chose" not to live under English oppression. We make July 4 a national holiday, but we also prevent other countries from doing the same thing. We rose as a nation to defeat Nazi tyranny. But our government also supported one of the most ruthless dictatorships of our time in the Thieu regime. The cost of over 50,000 American lives. Did the Vietnamese have freedom of choice?

Our 'democratic' government uses our tax dollars. To find two of the most powerful and corrupt law enforcement agencies in modern history: the CIA and FBI. Both rival Hitler's Gestapo in brutal efficiency. Can this country beat Hitler yet use the same tactics. Why the schizophrenia in public policy?

"Freedom of security" is another idea covered under the Bicentennial. What security? A past presidency funded a drug program that called for illegal breaking and entering. Security? Freedom of speech? Sure, but immediately you are placed on "enemies list," and have conversations bugged. If you are on the list, you can be shot out of your Bicentennial dream. An enemy nation is lied to, deceived, not given an honest explanation of how its charismatic President was murdered. Don't feel sorry for yourself, the JFK cover-up is not the only one. We still aren't told the truth surrounding the Kennedy, Martin Luther King, and George Wallace.

We speak of justice in our country. Forget it if you are poor. It is common knowledge that money buys justice in the United States. Is it justice when a man breaks the laws of the Constitution and now resides comfortably in a California mansion drawing $60,000 annually and much more coming after he pays his memoirs? Nixon is paid $60,000 in tax money, yet he can't find a job because a Black mother on welfare and cannot even afford milk for her children.

One could fill countless pages with further examples. The Bicentennial is good, but we do not have it and aren't likely to have it in the future. Do not be deceived by the glamour of the Bicentennial, which is full of broken promises.

The art & science of procrastination

With the trauma of finals soon to be upon us, and along with it the first signs of Spring, one finds it more and more desirable to procrastinate on work and increasingly simple to place all attention on the finer art of procrastination. I will now attempt to encompass on New, this term encompasses a vast area of human laziness and therefore should be broken down and categorized in an effort to better explain this popular pastime. The area of procrastination can be broken down into five basic groups; first you have your peer pressure procrastination, then you have procrastination for fun, lazy procrastination, serious procrastination and desperate procrastination. We will now characterize these headings so that you may be able to decide for yourself which category you fall under.

PEER PRESSURE PROcrastination - This is a student who is usually the studious type and realizes that all work must be finished no matter what. However, upon witnessing several friends joyfully wallowing in the bliss of procrastination; the student feels compelled to join in the merriment, be it golf, poker, sunbathing, or bullshit, in order to keep on good terms with the friends. This person may sometimes be your basic hardcore study type, and therefore have to resort to such tactics as playing stereo music extortionately loud, or getting severely rowdy or even calling the student names such as "bookworm" or "brown-nose" simply to get them to break down and join in the procrastination.

TUN PROcrastination - This person is unusual in the fact that while others feel guilty about procrastinating after a while, this person feels guilt-free all the time. In this person enjoys the pastime so dearly that he/she could do it all day, every day, all the time. The fun procrastinator enjoys all facets of the pastime, and most enjoy the time to do anything just to get out of doing work.

LAZY PROcrastination - This is characterized by the qualities of a lack of enthusiasm, much laziness, a tendency to be forgetful and a generally lackadaisical attitude toward everything. This person can often be found snoozing through tests, and forgetting about papers until two hours before they are due, and then saying to "He'll laugh with it., " This person is making other tired simply by his/her general appearance and thus creates a sense of hollowness and laziness.

SERIOUS PROcrastination - These people take their procrastination and make no bones about it. They are constantly thinking up new methods of procrastination and go to great lengths to influence other students to take off from their studies and have a good time. People are so serious that will often resort to methods of procrastination such as nickel-dime poker as opposed to spending five dollars on pinball and then playing pool for three hours, and challenging friends to see who can miss the most classes during the term. Far more work the type of procrastinator never heard of it. Thus, the category is usually limited to freshman, for they never usually make it much further through college.

DESPERATE PROcrastination - Now that we have the petty forms of procrastination, we shall now turn into the "Desperate Procrastination," which accounts for the majority of victims among students today. It usually creeps up on a student when least expected, and can be something from a study break to a combination of the aforementioned types of procrastination. It is a contagious disease and one of the hardest to fight, especially with Spring in the air. It is usually used as a way to get away from studies for a little while, but it soon builds to be much more substantial. Slowly but surely it has become known to pick away at grade point averages little by little. Such declines are usually never taken seriously by the student until his fifth or sixth year in college when they finally realized just how life is about. It's full of procrastination.
Campus crimebuster explains task

by Michael McDowell

I've never encountered a student who has really given me any trouble," said Carl Yund, Security Chief, in an interview Tuesday. The interview concerned Security's policy for handling students who have committed a crime.

Yund talked about several different types of crimes and how they would be handled. He stressed that his answers were only speculation because Security has not been faced with many serious problems that would warrant the involvement of the local police or taking other serious action.

Yund said that basically Security handles all campus problems, if a student commits a felony, however, the college is bound by Ohio state laws to call in the police. Yund said that, although some members of Security are sworn police officers with the power to arrest someone, he usually advises them to call the police for support when an arrest is to be made.

Students committing crimes would be turned over to the police if their crime was a felony.

In the case of a student caught stealing, Yund said that police would only be called if the student stole enough to make his crime a felony (thief of merchandise valued at $150.00 or more constitutes a felony).

Otherwise, he would be sent before the Deans, should a student be caught pushing drugs on a large scale, the local authorities would be called in. A student found possessing drugs for his own use, however, would be sent to the office of the Deans. In the event that a student is drunk and disorderly, Security would first attempt to control him (or get his peers to control him), Yund said if this failed, then "as a last resort we would take him downtown" (to the city jail). He said this has never been the case, although, and that the student would have to be pretty bad before Security would consider having him locked up. If a student is arrested by the local police for a crime outside the college's boundaries, Yund said there is not much the college can do to protect him. However, the student would be referred to Ken Plusquelle, Dean of Students, who would advise that student of his constitutional rights and make sure the student was being treated fairly.

It is Security's job to quell any riots or brawls, including those involving a great number of students. In this case, someone in the administration (Dean Plusquelle or Vice-President Cropf, for example) would be in charge of deciding whether the matter was out of hand. Only if it was determined that the Security forces could no longer handle the situation would the police be called in.

Swiss camping

The Switzerland Camping Club offers an exceptional deal for anyone who is interested in their summer in Europe. The package includes roundtrip airfare from New York to Zurich, round trip bus transportation to the camping site, and up to ninety days of free camping at Luzernbrunen, Switzerland. The total price for this deal is only $450. There are six flights leaving from New York running from May 16th - August 30th. Reservations must be confirmed by March 15th, so anyone who is interested in learning more of the details contact Stuart Thomas, Box 9204 or call the Kleffer Environmental House, extension 321.

Housing options

continued from page 1

sent freshman not to count on singles as an option next year.

For students interested in Douglass- There will be an open house in Douglass Sunday, March 7th, at 8 p.m.

For students interested in Westminter Church House, there will be an open house on March 7th, 2-3.

For students interested in Myers-DREC there will be an open house March 28th, 7-10.

The $100 non-refundable tuition deposit for the 1976-77 school year is due in the Treasurer's Office on or before April 20th, 1976. ONLY those students whose $100 deposit has been paid will be considered for the special housing options or the general room draw. Students paying after this date will draw at the end of their class.

Students living off-campus should note that off-campus living is granted on a yearly basis and must be reapplied for each year. Married students and students planning to live at home should inform the Dean's Office of this fact. Questions on housing for next year should be directed to Ms. Nancy Castle or Ms. Carol Morrison, Dean's Office.

FINEST DEVELOPING,
PRINTING and ENLARGING

Finest Peak Camera Shop
Mollie and Marie Neshelk, Proprietors
201 East Liberty St.
(216) 602-2272

Amster Shoes
...for the finest selection!
**Student choices to affect film lineup**

by Bill Henley

The results of the film-selection questionnaire distributed earlier this quarter by the LCB Film Committee indicate that the films most wanted by students are BUTCH CASSIDY AND THE SUNDANCE KID, LAST TANGO IN PARIS, THE GODFATHER, THE GROOVE TUBE, THE PINK PANTHER and TOMMY.

The Film Committee, under new chairman Tom Grant, plans to take as much account as possible of student preferences in determining the film schedule for Spring Quarter. However, outgoing chairman Dave Aronin warns students not to expect all the highest-ranking films to appear next quarter; such a selection would be too much for LCB's film budget, particularly since Apple Creek State Institute, which has a heavy Spring Quarter schedule, has many films already selected for the quarter.

**Delaney defends rights of retarded**

by Michael McDowell

At 8:15 p.m. Wednesday, Cubertson House presented Dr. John Delaney, Superintendent of Apple Creek State Institute, to speak on "Current Trends in Mental Retardation." The one-hour lecture was given in Wiard's Lean Lecture Room. A sparse crowd, consisting mainly of psychology majors, attended the lecture.

Delaney explained that what he and his staff are trying to do at Apple Creek is to provide citizenship rights for retarded people. To accomplish this, Delaney first had to stop abuse, sexual misdeed, and overreaching of residents by the staff. Delaney stopped these crimes by simply firing those "stuck" people on the staff who were causing them. He also pressed criminal charges against some of these people. Delaney also had to get rid of many doctors who had said "their rights are less" since the patients at Apple Creek were not as "normal" as those at other institutions.

**Call of the untamed minerals**

by Jennifer Robinson

Everybody knows what a pet rock is. They come in nice little carrying cases with clean rock litter. Pet rocks come already housebroken and trained to do tricks. They all look about the same: rounded edges, smooth skin, and nice, dull colors. But there are few people who know about the cousin of pet rocks: wild rocks.

Unlike their pedigreed and domesticated kin, wild rocks have very independent spirits. Because of the sudden popularity of pet rocks, there has been vast inbreeding causing all kinds of odd mental problems. Amateur trainers have whipped the rocks into smooth, killing whatever dignity may have been left.

Wild rocks, however, have not been left to their own resources in the great wilderness where their only fear is the dreaded bulldozer. They have retained their dignity and have grown arrogant toward lesser beings such as man. They have not been exposed to the dangers of inbreeding, by observing a wild rock in captivity, one can see that its soul has kept the natural pride and nobility inherent in all rocks, it scorns any kind of human contact.

Attempts at breaking such a majestic animal are ludicrous. The wild rock will not perform the silly tricks pet rocks are trained to perform. No owner would want his/her rock to be humiliated that way. There is too much respect for that rough, uncontroverial look a wild rock has and for the independent attitude it shows.

Wild rocks are not for timid people; they are for people who can hear the call of the wild.

Friday, March 5 the Cape will sponsor a Classical Hoppy Hour at the Cape. Beer will be served at Hoppy Hour prices and the admission cost will be 25 cents.
Oberlin crushes Scots; Friend pours in 40

by John Delcos

Rarely does one get the opportunity to see a player dominate a game to the degree in which Merlin Friend excelled last Friday against the Scots, Oberlin's Friend clicked the chords for 40 points as the Yeomen eliminated the Scots from OAC tournament action with a decisive 82-67 triumph.

Friend started quickly by lacing a jumper for a 2-0 lead, Tom Shetzer got it right back for the Scots, and the tone of the game developed into a shoot-out.

Like most bitter rivalries, the game opened alpine track with the two squads trading baskets down the stretch. But, two serious factors were beginning to emerge.

Women's track team becomes "something"

by Irene Korsak

"They're letting ANYTHING use the track now," said a member of the men's varsity track sarcastically in reference to the women's track team.

Since the first week in February approximately 15 women have been running a couple miles daily on the streets of Wooster. Attired in baggy gray sweat suits, these women can usually be seen dashing past the golf course around 4:30.

Ben Berry, director of Black Stu- dents, is the inspirational leader and coach of the women's track team. He refers to the team as "the Wooster Women's Running Society, WWRS for short." Berry, a former high school runner, jokingly claims that he was forced into becoming coach by his wife and Maria Sexton, professor of physical education. Actually, Berry says that he enjoys coaching the women. "At least they're good looking," he says. Their smiles.

Berry, 30ish and about 5 feet 6, can be found on the track between 4:00 and 5:00, wearing a blue warm-up suit with red and white stripes, usually with a stopwatch dangling from his neck. Frequently Berry runs alongside the women. The women claim that they can hold their own when Berry runs with them. However, the women lose their smiles when Berry says, "Run 4-360s fast and jog in between them," Complaints are voiced as the women edge up to the starting line. But when Berry says, "Go!", the women are off like a flash.

Women's track is not recognized as a varsity sport, the women receive no credit for the daily two-hour practice, and they don't even get their track clothes washed by the school. What makes this track women run? One girl who had just finished seven sprints said, "To get in shape." Another girl who had just run a liberal part of down her face said, "I love competition." Still another jogging around the track, who said vaguely, "I like to watch the men run." The men's team practices at the same time the women's team does; thus the two teams share the track. Last year, however, the women were not permitted on the track when the men were practicing. This situation resulted in bad feelings between the teams. "The relationship between the teams is much friendlier this year than last, claims one of the women from last year's team, because the men have a different coach." Some women say that the men's track team "respects them because they work." It is fortunate that the teams have established friendly relationships because they will travel to each meet together. Some good meets have tentatively been scheduled with other Ohio college coaches. Berry added that the funding for the women's team is coming out of the men's team's budget.

The women's team will continue to grind out miles daily in the hopes for a respectable showing at their first meet March 6. The meet will be held at the indoor 220 track at Ohio Wesleyan against Oberlin and Kenyon.

The "ANYTHING" plan to practice hard, with the hope of becoming "SOMETHING."
Allen Johns (right) placed first and Curt Frederickson second in the Kent State Invitational Archery tournament Feb. 15.

**VOICE**
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**Thincloths place second**

by Kate Tillotson

Wooster finished second in Saturday's indoor triangular track meet against Denison and Heidelberg with 43 points.

The meet was "quite encouraging," said coach Jim Bean.

"particularly in light of this sickness," said coach Jim Bean.

"We had guys in the hospital in Hygeia, and just out of Hygeia, two men were carrying the load of 15." 

Denison won the meet with 88-1/2 points on the strength of their depth. Bean explained that the Big Red could enter three or four men in each event and that Wooster "just didn't have the depth to compete."

Wooster's eight-lap relay team of Bob Lofitfber, Fred Jones, Tim Field, and Dan Gerhart received first place when Jones was fouled.

Hal Gerspacher gathered in the other Scout first place in the 1000-yd. run at 2:28.3.

The 880-yd. dash was "one of the better races of the day" according to Bean. Forrest Merter won but was disqualified for an infraction. Hal Gerharter finished second to Denison's Saltzbur in 2:08.5.

Bob Williams, making his first competitive jump of the year, finished third in the pole vault with a jump of ten feet.

Jim Wilkins, also competing for the first time this season after surgery, finished second in the mile run at 4:15.9.

King Lewis placed in both the triple jump and high jump with 40 feet 10 inches and 6 feet respectively.

Rick Day, Jim Lewis, Tim Field, and Dan Gerhart finished with a time of 3:39.4 in the mile relay for second place.

In the 600-yd,. dash Wooster filled the second (Mertens, b18, 3) and third (Gerspacher, b18, 3) places.

Jeff Pepper and Dan Hunter came in second (4:30.3) and third (4:48.3) respectively in the mile run.

This Saturday the team travels to Gambler to participate in a triangular meet with Keyrnon and Oberlin. Then it's on to the OCA championships at Denison Mar. 1 and the OACs Mar. 12 and 13.

**SEW for FUN**

Lila's carries a complete selection of Simplicity, McCall, Butterick and Easy Vogue patterns.

**DOUBLEKNIT COORDINATES**

...100% polyester. Newest Spring colors in solid crepes and fancy multi-color knits. Great for panty hose and slacks. Machine wash 'n dry. 60" wide. Reg. 2.99 yd. 2.22 yd.

**SOLID STRETCH TERRY**

...80% cotton/20% nylon. Makes lovely dresses and tops. Solid colors. 54" wide. Reg. 4.99 yd. 3.88 yd.

**CONCORD'S SAFARI GAUZE PRINTS**

...50% polyester/50% cotton. Top weight perfect for Spring blouses. Colorful stripes or prints. 45" wide. Reg. 2.49 yd. 1.88 yd.

**JERSEY PRINTS**

...80% cotton/20% nylon. Famous Looselin quality. Blouse and dress weight in bright colors and patterns. 45" wide. Reg. 2.99 yd. 1.44 yd.

**MERRY MARY POLYESTER PRINTS**

100% polyester from Lianne...the foremost maker of prints. Ideal for dresses and blouses. 45" wide. Reg. 3.99 yd. 2.44 yd.

**Lila's FABRICS**

...EVERYTHING FOR SEWING!

**CONCORD'S KRINKLE GAUZE**

...50% polyester/50% cotton. Top weight India gauze for good-looking casual tops. Natural and colors. 45" wide. Reg. 2.49 yd. 1.66 yd.

**CONCORD'S FAMOUS "CALCUTTA"**

...50% polyester/50% cotton. Bottom weight gauze material ideal for slacks. Natural and bright colors. 45" wide. Reg. 3.49 yd. 2.66 yd.

Sale effective Monday through Saturday, March 13

**LORK**

ICE COLD
BEER - Ale - Wine - POP
"FREE MIXES & MIXERS"
B hernext Day. 1:30 PM
CITATION ITEMS - SHOES
MEN'S-TUES.-SAT. 11-10
WED.-FRI. 10-9
SAT. 11-8

**DiOrio's**

DRIVE THRU - CARRY OUT
262-9776
815 LINCOLN WAY WEST, WOOSTER, O.
(OPPOSITE BUTCHER CO. FARMERS MARKET)

BEALL AVE ECON-O-WASH
(Just North of the College)
24 Hour Coin-Op Laundry
Dry Cleaning 8 - 4:15
Many factors intertwine in population crisis

The following article is the report of the Population Workshop held by Rebeek International House on Saturday, Feb. 2.

Population is a major world problem. We must deal with the problem of exponential growth and with the fact that the problem is very complex being caused and affected by a great number of interrelated factors. The world faces the problem of reaching a check and balance as to birth and mortality rates while retaining the culture our civilization has achieved.

The complexity of the situation became apparent when such factors as the negative role the Catholic Church plays in countries such as Mexico and Italy by taking a stand against birth control were cited. Other complex situations discussed were: the effect of Indian immigration in Afghanistan; the decrease in levels of education and IQ, in the United States due to the middle and upper classes being the ones to limit their families; the effect of the white Rhodesian government to bring in whites regardless of their qualifications in order to equalize the ratio between races; the fact that the family is seen in some places as the only joy in a life void of everything else.

One problem discussed in several countries was the fact that there is strength in numbers. This is exemplified by India and China. Then there are countries such as Brazil which views itself as underpopulated and thus stresses the need to popularize its want interior before someone else takes it away.

Another factor mentioned was that the problem in North America and Europe is not one of over-population, but over-consumption. The factors of media and commerce, the abuse of energy in military weapons and, of course, the warped sense of self protection inherent in the world arms race and the increase in levels of polluting our environment. Natural resources were all cited as negative contributing factors.

Solutions proposed by the different groups fall into four main categories: governmental measures, individual action and international planning.

Technology was considered as a possible solution but the general feeling was that technology may have in part caused population growth. Technology will have to be present and must be used sensitively in any solution. It may be part of a solution but not the essence. Strong government control may be necessary in some areas. India, China, and Indonesia are examples of countries where the government has taken a strong stand, instituting family planning units offering check-ups during pregnancy, benefits for smaller families and the opportunity for sterilization at time of birth.

Education is important not only for the poor masses that must learn that population control is necessary and how to effect it, but there must also be a change of attitude among the educated. People must be made to recognize the interdependence of the nations of this planet, to comprehend the importance and complexity of this problem, and to recognize what can be done about it.

On the individual level one can limit one's own family, dedicate time to instruct others, limit one's own consumption of food and fuel, inform oneself on governmental policies and then express opinions to the appropriate agencies. The individual must accept what he can do as an individual and do it.

On an international level it is necessary for countries to interleave with one another, it is hard to come up with concrete results at international meetings but the solidarity created and the exchange of ideas is a step in the right direction.

One group thought we should not help other countries because that would only be keeping more people alive. Each country must find its own solutions according to its own perspectives. The other groups stressed the developed nations' responsibility to reduce consumption, and aid underdeveloped nations in an effort to close the technological gap. It was emphasized that the developed nations have no right to impose solutions on the Third World.

In conclusion, many people confronted with the complexity and immensity of the population problem, react with apathy - there isn't a solution anyway, so why bother. Indeed the Conference on Hunger which met in Rome last year, decided that crisis was inevitable and that it was just a question of letting those die who would die anyway, leaving those who would survive to fend for themselves and helping those whom aid would save.

This is a grim picture if one considers the question - who and how does one decide who belongs in each of these three groups. One must react to this problem, one must talk and dream dreams and think up solutions, not because the solution will be found and effected overnight but because this is a human problem and to not react is to accept suffering and destruction.

---

Scotties beat Denison

by John Delcos

Last Saturday, the COW Scotties exploited to an early 15-4 bulge, staved off a mild Denison comeback, and then coasted to a strong 59-45 win over the Big Red.

Nan Nicholas' Scotties combined an aggressive, ball-hawking defense with a patterned, controlled offense to take their margin. Denison whittled the lead to 15-9, but before they could creep closer, the Scotties blew a 12-0 spurt to take a 27-9 edge.

Alpach Alexander hit from the baseline, Ann Cleary struck iron twice from the key, Sue Rohrer popped a jumper, and Cindy Barr broke away twice for easy hoops. Kim Fischer converted a technical, and the Scotties had their biggest lead at 30-11 just before halftime.

The Scotties came out of the lockerroom up 34-17 and looking very strong. But, Denison adjusted at the half and opened the second half with a 9-0 blast to cut the lead to 34-26. At this stage of the contest, Denison had assumed control of the tempo. The Big Red was doing all the right things and the Scotties froze from the field.

With Denison cutting away at the score and threatening to make a game of it, Laura Page came off the bench and all but settled the outcome for the Scotties. Page got loose on the lane and scored 10 of her 17 markers during the contest's last ten minutes. Page also cleaned the boards, taking the second shot away from Denison.

With Page in the line-up, and Fischer directing the offense, the Scotties regained the momentum. They shut off Denison inside the lane late in the game, and owned the boards. Denison had no alternative but to foul to get the ball, and Fischer led the line at the line.

The Scotties enter the tournament this week against Miami and (?) at Cleveland. Coach Nickles doesn't know much about her opponent because she hasn't seen them play, but is aware that, "they are a bigger team than we are."

"Portraits in Black"

Wyler. The message reflected the plight of the black in a white society-—how he has been subjected to the wills of the majority race. Music was provided by Jerry McGriff on the saxophone and by the piano and vocal excellence of Earl Brown whose singer "Freight Lord" and his own "Dream of Time" stirred the warm emotions of the audience.

Dance selections reflected various periods of the black experience. Junior Diane Russ performed in a solo capacity to words and not music, reflecting the rhythm and power in the poetry.

Black pride was expressed as the hope of the future -- "Black is the color of reality and black is my color." Black is the beauty of being.

continued from page 1
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A contest for students crazy enough to want this car

Dannon Yogurt cup exterior is standard equipment

Write a yogurt
design commercial and
you may win this Chevrolet
Comet Coupe. It's the
popular four-passenger
coupe, with 1.6 litre
4-cylinder OHC engine.
And 50 Panasonic Cas-
tette Recorders go to 50
runner-ups.

50 Panasonic
Cassettes; educators
certificate commercial on
Dannon Yogurt. Record your masterpiece on a standard audio cassette and mail it in.

Facts about Dannon Yogurt

Made from cultured, lowfat milk.
Has the protein, vitamins, calcium of lowfat milk.
Offers balanced food value with reasonable carbohydrate content—a dieter's delight.
Has Dannon's famous good-for-you cultures.
Tastes tango and refreshing.
Available plain, in flavors and with fresh made fruit preserves: strawberry, red rasp-
berry, blueberry, apricot, etc.
It's a snack, a light lunch, a dessert.
It's all natural—no artificial anything.
America's favorite yogurt.

Dannon Yogurt. If you don't always eat right, it's the right thing to eat.

Official Rules:

1. Any student enrolled in a college East of the Mississippi.
2. Entry must be received no later than April 15, 1976.
3. All entries must be submitted in a 30 second video commercial. They will be judged on originality, creativity, and technical excellence. (Tell the contestants that manuscripts and col-lect can be accepted. Send as many entries as you wish. Each entry must be signed by the author. Entries must be postmarked by April 12, 1976. (No responsibility is assumed for lost or delayed mail.)

Judging by the Radio Advertising Bureau Inc., official trade association. All decisions of the Judges are final. All entries become the property of Dannon Milk Products and can not be returned.

Prizes can be assigned in their discretion. No substitutions for any prize.

Offer void where prohibited or restricted by law. Advertiser assumes no responsibility for lost, late or misdirected entries.

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED.